
Scene 1 Scene 2 Scene 3 Scene 4

Duration:            seconds Duration:            seconds Duration:            seconds Duration:            seconds

Wizard

Costume: Costume: Costume: Costume:

Action:     say       wait       hide       show 
                          switch costume 

Action:     say       wait       hide       show 
                          switch costume 

Action:     say       wait       hide       show 
                          switch costume 

Action:     say       wait       hide       show 
                          switch costume 

Left 
Marker

Action:  wait   hide   show   switch costume  
                           go to _____/ _____

Action:  wait   hide   show   switch costume  
                           go to _____/ _____

Action:  wait   hide   show   switch costume  
                           go to _____/ _____

Action:  wait   hide   show   switch costume  
                           go to _____/ _____

Right 
Marker

Action:  wait   hide   show   switch costume  
                           go to _____/ _____

Action:  wait   hide   show   switch costume  
                           go to _____/ _____

Action:  wait   hide   show   switch costume  
                           go to _____/ _____

Action:  wait   hide   show   switch costume  
                           go to _____/ _____

Answer
Action:  wait   hide   show   switch costume  
                  show fraction _____/ _____

Action:  wait   hide   show   switch costume  
                  show fraction _____/ _____

Action:  wait   hide   show   switch costume  
                  show fraction _____/ _____

Action:  wait   hide   show   switch costume  
                  show fraction _____/ _____

Stage
Backdrop: Backdrop: Backdrop: Backdrop:

Action:       wait           switch backdrop Action:       wait           switch backdrop Action:       wait           switch backdrop Action:       wait           switch backdrop 

5 5

Wizard1 Wizard1

I am a number between  
0 and 1 on a number line  
with ___ equal parts.

No Line ______ - Unlabeled



Scene 5 Scene 6 Scene 7 Scene 8

Duration:            seconds Duration:            seconds Duration:            seconds Duration:            seconds

Wizard

Costume: Costume: Costume: Costume:

Action:     say       wait       hide       show 
                          switch costume 

Action:     say       wait       hide       show 
                          switch costume 

Action:     say       wait       hide       show 
                          switch costume 

Action:     say       wait       hide       show 
                          switch costume 

Left 
Marker

Action:  wait   hide   show   switch costume  
                           go to _____/ _____

Action:  wait   hide   show   switch costume  
                           go to _____/ _____

Action:  wait   hide   show   switch costume  
                           go to _____/ _____

Action:  wait   hide   show   switch costume  
                           go to _____/ _____

Right 
Marker

Action:  wait   hide   show   switch costume  
                           go to _____/ _____

Action:  wait   hide   show   switch costume  
                           go to _____/ _____

Action:  wait   hide   show   switch costume  
                           go to _____/ _____

Action:  wait   hide   show   switch costume  
                           go to _____/ _____

Answer
Action:  wait   hide   show   switch costume  
                  show fraction _____/ _____

Action:  wait   hide   show   switch costume  
                  show fraction _____/ _____

Action:  wait   hide   show   switch costume  
                  show fraction _____/ _____

Action:  wait   hide   show   switch costume  
                  show fraction _____/ _____

Stage
Backdrop: Backdrop: Backdrop: Backdrop:

Action:       wait           switch backdrop Action:       wait           switch backdrop Action:       wait           switch backdrop Action:       wait           switch backdrop 


